
SPRING 2021 Template (Our lessons will focus on storytelling & story sharing)

Teacher/s Name/s Taylor Anderson

Date March 10, 2021

Grade Level High School and Above

Activity Title & Short Description Zine- Students will create a zine to tell a story of their
choice. This may include words and illustrations.

Materials & Resources Paper, scissors, Pencils/Markers/Crayons

Objective/s (up to 5)
Students will learn how to____

Students will learn how to make a zine
Students will learn how to incorporate personal
experiences in artwork
Students will learn how to tell a story

Prior Learning
What skills and knowledge do you
know, or think, your students may
already have before starting this
lesson?

Basic Knowledge of art tools, some might know about
zines while others won’t

Inclusive Strategies
(Accomodations, Modifications
and Adaptations)
How are you creating multiple
access points to this lesson?

Consider alternatives to holding tools
Taking breaks(both physically and mentally)
Making sure people can see and hear clearly

Spark / Do Now
Provides the spark that captures
interest

● A dialogue around images, a
poem, a game, reflections
on experiences etc.

Ask where they are from
Share funny story
Ask about family
Filling and emptying cup
Rose, bud, thorn about week/day

Demonstration
Must include:

● Association - connect with
your students' frame of
reference and then broaden
it (culture, history, artistry,
etc.)

● Visualization - connect with
your students' use of tools
and materials and then
broaden it.

Introduce the history of zines
Show different examples of zines
Give examples as to what types of story they may
choose to write about



Recap (if needed)
Sum up for your students what you
just walked them through. Are they
ready to start? How will you know?

And here's what we did so far/recap
Check in/ make sure everyone is comfortable to move
on/pause
Is everyone interested and engaged

Transition to Student Work
Give directions on how students
should or could begin their work,
and think about how you may need
to walk them through each step
along the way.

Week 1:

4:00-4:15- 15 mins with Lauren

4:15-4:30- Getting to know you questions:

Name, pronouns, where you grew up/live now

What made you decide to join this workshop?

What is filling and emptying your cup?

4:30-4:40- Draw/write things that you are grateful for

4:40-5:00- Talk about things you are grateful for

(check in and see if they need a break)

5:00-5:10- Free write about story ideas

Story about family
Favorite memory/ childhood memory
Favorite place/ vacation
Biggest challenge you overcame

5:10-5:20- Talk about ideas

5:20-5:30- Recap everything we did and talk about
what they should be thinking about for next time

Tell them to pick one story idea for next week

Week 2:

4:00-4:30- Intro questions

What is one positive thing that happened since we last
met?

Tell me your favorite memory with your family.

4:30-5:00- Talk about history of Zines/ show examples



5:00- 5:20- Discuss what story students chose to tell

5:20-5:30- Recap/ Go over what to expect for next time

Week 3:

4:00- 4:20- Intro questions: Ask how everyone is doing
today

What story did you decide to tell for your zine?

4:20-5:00- Work on rough draft of zine

Make thumbnail sketches of zine

5:00-5:25- Have students show and explain thumbnail
sketches

5:25-5:30- Tell students to have finalized thumbnail
sketches for next class to prepare for final zine

Week 4:

4:00- 4:20- Intro question:

What was one thing you did since I saw you last that
made you happy?

Did you finish your thumbnail sketches?

Are you happy with your sketches?

4:20- 4:40- Break down how to make a zine:

First, show quick video so students can see the
process:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ixqr9e3wCxI

Then go through the steps, step by step:

1.  Lay your sheet of paper flat and lengthways. Make
sure nothing else is in the way.

2. Fold your sheet of paper in half lengthways. Make
sure the fold is really good, and reinforce it by pressing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ixqr9e3wCxI


it down a few times.

3. Unfold your paper, and then fold it in half crossways.
Same thing here, make sure the fold is good and
defined.

4. Unfold your page again, and now fold both sides
from the outside into the middle to make two creases.
Unfold again.

5. Now you should have a page with eight equal sized
rectangles.

6. Fold the page crossways again. Use your scissors to
cut halfway across the crease, which will create an
opening in the middle of your page.

7. Now you have a sheet with eight sections and a cut
in the middle. Fold it in half then push the endings
together to make a sort of cross shape.

8. Fold it all up like a small book.

4:40-5:20- Work on final zine

5:20-5:30- Ask students how they would prefer to
present, and if they feel comfortable presenting

Tell them to finish zine for next time

Week 5:

4:00-4:45- Have students show me finished zine/ finish
up anything not finished

Go over questions for presentation and have students
write down answers to the questions

4:45-5:30- Student presentations

Clean Up Tidy area by putting supplies back in packages



Closure/Critique
What questions can you ask your
students that will help them, and
you know they have satisfied your
criteria for this lesson?

What story did you tell?

Can you read it to us?

What materials did you use?

Why is this story important to you?

Did you enjoy the process of making a zine?

Assessment
What strategies or tools will you use
to assess what your students
learned? Were they able to meet
your objectives? These can either
be formative, summative or both.

Ask students questions to access what they learned

Have students explain the project to you

Presentation

Formative assessment is an ongoing, flexible, and more informal diagnostic tool.
Summative assessments are more formal, structured, and often used to normalize
performance so they can be measured and compared.


